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Glory Days
By: Color Theory

Kurt
Rating: ̣̣̣̣̣
LOVE! We just added you to our playlist with over 24K followers. Love the vibe "Color Theory" rocks! 
Added to Playlist: Viral Chill

Critical
Rating: ̣̣̣̣̣
Fantastic work! Added to our playlist! 
Added to Playlist: Dreaming Awake

David
Rating: ̣̣̣̣̣
It´s a a good track, I like the vibe on this 
Added to Playlist: Worldwide Select

Onur
Rating: ̣̣̣̣̣
I like the smooth texture of the vocals. The disco/80s inspired vibe of the tracks musical production, stands out
to the listener. Vocals blend really well with the production elements within the track. 

Manel
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
Synthpop con un toque bastante ochentero de influencia New Romantic. Buena voz con un interesante
registro de agudos y graves. Buena canción. 
Added to Playlist: Indie Discovers - The best upcoming talent and new music on Spotify

Eternity
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
i like this, adding it 
Added to Playlist: Sunday Selects.

Janis
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
wow, something you cant hear that often these days. cool vibe 
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Nariman
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
Nice voice and professional production. But sorry it doesn't fit to any of my playlists. 

Chris
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
Hey there, thanks for submitting your track. We personally really like the track, we can totally feel that 80s
synth pop vibe. Great production and the vocals fit perfectly to the instrumental. Unfortunately our playlist is
focused a bit more on a modern pop-electronic sound, so we have to pass on this one for this specific playlist.
But we personally really like your sound and also love synthwave and 80s music, so keep up the good work!
Cheers Chris 

Jeroen
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
great song! Sorry that i can not add it though, I do not have fitting playlists for this genre. 

Lorenza
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
I like the rhythm 

IN
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
Has an 90s drum box feel to it which doesn't work for me but vocals on point and makes it worth listening to.
Good luck with it! 

Alex
Rating: ̣̣̣̣
80's vibe right off the bat and I love it. Vocal comes in and keeps that consistent 80's sound. Melodies on the
chorus are fantastic. Really makes it pop. The post-chorus synth is very well done. Overall, really like this one.
It's tough to maintain an authentic 80's sound throughout a track, but they got it with this one. 

Chris
Rating: ̣̣̣
Sounds too 80 for me. Sryy! 

Alexandra
Rating: ̣̣̣
I like the melody and the instrumental. The lyrics are interesting. 

Kami
Rating: ̣̣̣
Not crazy about the melody not enough dynamic range for my tastes. 

Honey



Rating: ̣̣̣
really classic vibe to it, and nice music! unfortunately it does not fit into my 90s playlist. 

Shrey
Rating: ̣̣̣
Great old school vibe! However we are featuring music like this at the moment, so unfortunately we'll have to
skip this one for now. Keep sending us more music though :) 

Wille
Rating: ̣̣̣
A beautiful ode to the passing of time. Collected style perfectly complimenting the freeze-frame storytelling. 

Nic
Rating: ̣̣̣
I can't stand the 80's sound haha, but i'm sure people will go for it 

Zeni
Rating: ̣̣̣
The instrumental is really cool, bu the vocals need a little more work in my opinion. 

My
Rating: ̣̣̣
I love this tune, nice vibe, great work !! unfortunately it doesn't fit our Low end playlist 

Lammert
Rating: ̣̣̣
Good track with a Nice vibe. This song gives me a relaxed feeling 

Sagar
Rating: ̣̣̣
great track! could use a bit of work on the production side 

Evan
Rating: ̣̣̣
Fun tune. Cool retro vibes. 

Attila
Rating: ̣̣
Nice Like 80’s song ? 

Ingrid
Rating: ̣̣
I love the 80's beat, I feel like that's really in right now. I wasn't a huge fan of the vocals of the song, or the
lyrics. The words "glory days" just do not sound right, sung over and over again. I did not like how the vocals
were in monotone the whole time. 



Neo
Rating: ̣̣
Not a bad record but unfortunately we don't have a playlist to match this record. Thanks for the submission!
Love the 80's vibe though. 

Dan
Rating: ̣̣
Good tunes but the vocals never really take off. 

Jonathan
Rating: ̣̣
Thanks for the submission. Liking the retro synth vibes going on with the track. I could see it working well on
the ‘Stranger Things’ soundtrack or something similar. However if I’m totally honest I feel the vocals let’s the
track down a bit and don’t feel it’s a fit for my playlists featured here. 

Howard
Rating: ̣̣
Not feeling this type of song or lyrics. 

Peter-Frans
Rating: ̣
I think the song is really plain. I know Glory Days is trying to relive the 80s, but this song isn't touching it for
me. 

Anthony
Rating: ̣
Fun 80s sound. I don't have a playlist for this 

Slavek
Rating: ̣
The song doesn't fit the style of the playlist. 

Ebtheceleb
Rating: ̣
so bland... with the track being so playful it could’ve been so much fun but its lowkey depressing 

David
Rating: ̣
In my opinion I think this kind of synths is a bit outdated. The vocals is pretty good though, but need more
work. 




